Regional distribution of substance P, neurokinin alpha and neurokinin beta in rat spinal cord, nerve roots and dorsal root ganglia, and the effects of dorsal root section or spinal transection.
The regional distribution of 3 mammalian tachykinins (substance P, neurokinin alpha and neurokinin beta) in the rat spinal cord and related structures was investigated using a method of radioimmunoassay combined with high performance liquid chromatography. Substance P and neurokinin alpha were found to be distributed in a very similar manner with fairly constant molar ratios i.e. ratios of substance P to neurokinin alpha were 3.69 in the dorsal root ganglia, 3.49 in the dorsal root and 3.09 in the dorsal horn of the cervical spinal cord. On the other hand, the distribution of neurokinin beta was different from other tachykinins; although concentrated in the dorsal horn, neurokinin beta in the dorsal root ganglia or in the dorsal roots was negligibly small in amount. When the cervical dorsal roots were sectioned unilaterally, substance P and neurokinin alpha were decreased in a parallel fashion in the dorsal horn, whereas neurokinin beta was not. In addition neurokinin alpha was selectively and significantly decreased in the dorsal horn of the intact side when compared to that in the unoperated control rat. Since the magnitude of a decrease of neurokinin alpha in molar basis was approximately the same as a decrease of substance P, these findings suggest that the neurokinin alpha and substance P-containing primary afferent fibres could project partly to the contralateral dorsal horn as well. When the thoracic spinal cord was transected, substance P (and neurokinin alpha) was decreased in the ventral part of the lumbar spinal cord, suggesting the presence of tachykinin(s)-containing descending fibres.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)